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The Things They Carried Andrews
McMeel Publishing
Contains every Far Side cartoon
ever syndicated (over 4,000),
plus more than 1,000 cartoons
that have never before appeared
in a book. Includes hate mail,
fan letters, queries from
puzzled readers, and more.

The Far Side Gallery 4 Sphere
1990 FarWorks, Inc. All Rights
Reserved. The Far Side and the Larson
signature are registered trademarks of
FarWorks, Inc.
The PreHistory of the Far Side Andrews McMeel
Publishing
1986 FarWorks, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Far
Side and the Larson signature are registered
trademarks of FarWorks, Inc.
Gary Larson and The Far Side Andrews
McMeel Publishing
Cartoons from BRIDE OF THE FAR SIDE,
VALLEY OF THE FAR SIDE and IT CAME
FROM THE FAR SIDE.
Cows of Our Planet Far Side Gallery
The eighth collection of The Far Side.
There's a Hair in My Dirt! Moody Publishers
1986 FarWorks, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
The Far Side and the Larson signature are
registered trademarks of FarWorks, Inc.
The Far Side Sphere
Marriage should be based on love, right? But
does it seem as though you and your spouse are
speaking two different languages? #1 New York
Times bestselling author Dr. Gary Chapman
guides couples in identifying, understanding,
and speaking their spouse's primary love
language-quality time, words of affirmation, gifts,
acts of service, or physical touch. By learning the
five love languages, you and your spouse will
discover your unique love languages and learn
practical steps in truly loving each other.
Chapters are categorized by love language for
easy reference, and each one ends with simple
steps to express a specific language to your
spouse and guide your marriage in the right
direction. A newly designed love languages
assessment will help you understand and

strengthen your relationship. You can build a
lasting, loving marriage together. Gary Chapman
hosts a nationally syndicated daily radio program
called A Love Language Minute that can be heard
on more than 150 radio stations as well as the
weekly syndicated program Building
Relationships with Gary Chapman, which can
both be heard on fivelovelanguages.com. The
Five Love Languages is a consistent New York
Times bestseller - with over 5 million copies sold
and translated into 38 languages. This book is a
sales phenomenon, with each year outselling the
prior for 16 years running!
The Complete Far Side Leather-Bound Edition
Sphere
The internet has made access to sexually explicit
content radically more easy than ever before. This
book is essential reading for those who are troubled
by their own relationship with pornography, and for
those who want to understand the world we now live
in. Republished with extensive revisions in
December 2017.
Peeling Back The Layers Andrews McMeel
Publishing
A monumentally devastating plague leaves
only a few survivors who, while experiencing
dreams of a battle between good and evil,
move toward an actual confrontation as they
migrate to Boulder, Colorado.
The Complete Far Side: 1987-1994 Andrews
McMeel Publishing
PEELING BACK THE LAYERS is a
miscellaneous collection of ideas which explore
subjects in further detail. Larson employs the
object lesson of an "onion", which if peeled back
has multiple layers, each one different from the
ones before. The book is an examination, an
exploration, a 2nd, 3rd, and 4th look at
otherwise obvious topics. He digs beneath the
surface leading the reader into new insights and
understandings. From the funny to the very
serious, they will make you laugh or cry and
want to discuss, possibly argue. Who knew a
cause of divorce has something to do with
improper toilet paper roll installations? Is there
really a tried and true method to "winning the
heart of a lady?" Are there benefits to aging?
Larson describes 20 of them. Who knew that
porcupines and human have similar behavior?
Was MOBY DICK the monster or was it really
Captain Ahab? What was Grandma's wisdom?
Why are scars such a wonder? Are Ghosts really
real, really? How to get "high" not using alcohol,
drugs, sex, escapism, or bingeing anything.
You'll hear Jiminy Cricket sing, "Proverbs,
proverbs, there so true - proverbs tell you what
to do." When does love insist upon a kick in the

arse? Is distraction a distraction? The book is
simply a rambling romp through three dozen and
more ideas, leading the reader to distant lands of
the mind and heart.
The Far Side Gallery Anchor
1993 FarWorks, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
The Far Side and the Larson signature are
registered trademarks of FarWorks, Inc.
Red Rising Andrews McMeel Publishing
Ranging from the relatable to the utterly nonsensical
and bizarre, The Book of Onions focuses on themes
of loneliness, desperation, and failure. And
misplaced optimism. And perverted talking fruit.
Sort of like Gary Larson’s “The Far Side,” if
Gary were way less accomplished and suffered from
depression.
There's a Hair in My Dirt! Sphere
New York Times best-seller! Every one of these
cartoons is just something that drifted into my
head when I was alone with my thoughts. And,
for better or worse, I 'jotted' them down. It was
only later, when perhaps I received an angry
letter from someone, that it struck me: Hey!
Someone's been reading my diary!" --Gary
Larson, from the preface to The Complete Far
Side Revered by its fans as the funniest, most
original, most "What the ... ?"–inspiring cartoon
ever, The Far Side debuted in January 1980 and
enjoyed an illustrious 14 years on the world's
comics pages until Gary Larson's retirement in
1994. The Complete Far Side celebrates Gary's
twisted, irreverent genius in this ultimate Far Side
book, a lavish production which takes its place
alongside collector's-edition art books. A
masterpiece of comic brilliance, The Complete
Far Side contains every Far Side cartoon ever
syndicated-over 4,000 if you must know-
presented in (more or less) chronological order
by year of publication, with more than 1,100 that
have never before appeared in a book. Also
included are additional Far Side cartoons Larson
created after his retirement: 13 that appeared in
the last Far Side book, Last Chapter and Worse,
and six cartoons that periodically ran as a special
feature in the New York Times Science Times
section as The Far Side of Science. Creator Gary
Larson offers a rare glimpse into the mind of The
Far Side in quirky and thoughtful introductions
to each of the 14 chapters. Complaint letters, fan
letters, and queries from puzzled readers appear
alongside some of the more provocative or
elusive panels. Actor, author, and comedian
Steve Martin offers his pithy thoughts in a
foreword, and Gary Larson's former editor
describes what it was like to be "the guy who
could explain every Far Side cartoon." During its
14-year run, The Far Side was syndicated
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internationally to over 1,900 daily newspapers. It
spawned 22 books and has been translated into a
total of 17 different languages. For his work with
The Far Side, Gary Larson received the Reuben
Award for Outstanding Cartoonist of the Year
from the National Cartoonists Society in both
1991 and 1994. The National Cartoonists Society
also named The Far Side Best Syndicated Panel in
1985 and 1987. In 1993, The Far Side was
awarded the Max and Moritz Prize for Best
International Comic Strip/Panel by the
International Comics Salon. In 1995, Larson's
animated film Gary Larson's Tales from The Far
Side won the Grand Prix at the Annecy
International Festival in Annecy, France. His
second animated film, Gary Larson's Tales from
The Far Side II, premiered in 1997 in the United
States at the Telluride Film Festival and
The Far Side Gallery 2 Sphere
Kerry D. Soper reminds us of The Far Side's
groundbreaking qualities and cultural
significance in Gary Larson and "The Far Side."
In the 1980s, Gary Larson (b. 1950) shook up a
staid comics page by introducing a set of
aesthetic devices, comedic tones, and
philosophical frames that challenged and
delighted many readers, even while upsetting and
confusing others. His irreverent, single panels
served as an alternative reality to the tame
comedy of the family-friendly newspaper comics
page, as well as the pervasive, button-down
consumerism and conformity of the Reagan era.
In this first full study of Larson's art, Soper
follows the arc of the cartoonist's life and career,
describing the aesthetic and comedic qualities of
his work, probing the business side of his success,
and exploring how The Far Side brand as a
whole--with its iconic characters and
accompanying set of comedic and philosophical
frames--connected with its core readers. In
effect, Larson reinvented his medium by
creatively working within, pushing against, and
often breaking past institutional, aesthetic,
comedic, and philosophical parameters. Due to
the comic's great success, it opened the door for
additional alternative voices in comics and other
popular mediums. With its intentionally
awkward, minimalistic lines and its morbid
humor, The Far Side expanded Americans'
comedic palette and inspired up-and-coming
cartoonists, comedians, and filmmakers. Soper
re-creates the cultural climate and media
landscape in which The Far Side first appeared
and thrived, then assesses how it impacted
worldviews and shaped the comedic sensibilities
of a generation of cartoonists, comedy writers,
and everyday fans.
Last Chapter and Worse Zondervan
A collective wail was heard earlier this year when
readers of 1,900 newspapers discovered that
Gary Larson was bowing out of daily cartooning.
But fear not! Politically correct swamp monsters,
fortune-telling chickens, boxing crabs, cows
relaxing in a hay bar, and other creatures
wrought from the imagination of this notoriously
warped and wonderful wit come into readers'
lives once again in his latest collection of

uniquely wacky cartoons.
In Search of The Far Side Andrews McMeel
Publishing
Gary Larson writes: Our story begins with a family of
worms who are having dinner one fine evening and
Son Worm is unhappy. Unhappy because he's found
a hair in his plate of dirt. It's the proverbial straw and
it leads him to bemoan his fate as a worm - he's sick
and tired of being a worm, tired of being at the
bottom of the food chain. His father, upset by his
outburst, decides to tell him the tale of a fair human
maiden called Harriet. Even with the wonder of
satellite television, Harriet loved the Great Outdoors
and took many wondrous walks along her favourite
woodland trail, adventures filled with mystery and
magic. Unfortunately, although Harriet was fair and
kindhearted (to a very dangerous degree) she was
also, well, dumb. She didn't quite understand what
she was seeing, didn't realise that in Nature, what you
see is not necessarily what you get ...
The Far Side Observer Andrews McMeel Publishing
This new collection of cartoons is a bovine
celebration of the author's fascination with cows.
The Far Side � Gallery 3 HarperCollins
1981, 1983 FarWorks, Inc. All Rights
Reserved. The Far Side and the Larson
signature are registered trademarks of
FarWorks, Inc.
The Book of Onions Gardners Books
1981, 1983 FarWorks, Inc. All Rights
Reserved. "The Far Side"" and the "Larson""
signature are registered trademarks of
FarWorks, Inc.
The Complete Calvin and Hobbes Univ.
Press of Mississippi
Since "The Far Side's debut in January 1980,
fans have bought more than 40 million "Far
Side books and more than 60 million
calendars. Now, at long last, the ultimate "Far
Side book has arrived as a hefty, deluxe, two-
volume slipcased set. A masterpiece of comic
brilliance, The Complete Far Side contains
every "Far Side cartoon ever
syndicated--over 4,000 if you must know-
presented in (more or less) chronological
order by year of publication, with more than
1,100 that have never before appeared in a
book. Creator Gary Larson offers a rare
glimpse into the mind of "The Far Side in
quirky and thoughtful introductions to each
of the 14 chapters. Complaint letters, fan
letters, and queries from puzzled readers
appear alongside some of the more
provocative or elusive panels, and actor,
author, and comedian Steve Martin offers his
pithy thoughts in a foreword.
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